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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
If you would like to request further information
on sponsorship opportunities, please send an
email to: forumpartners@ebrd.com
We are pleased to announce that Raiffeisen
Bank International is the Flagship Forum
Partner of the EBRD 2016 Business Forum.

The EBRD will mark its 25th Anniversary at the
2016 Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors
We are pleased to invite you to the
2016 Business Forum on the occasion
of the Twenty-Fifth Annual Meeting
of the EBRD Board of Governors.
Join us at our London Headquarters
for what promises to be two days
of stimulating discussions, thoughtprovoking events and unparalleled
networking opportunities.
Our Headquarters building is the perfect setting
in which to reflect on what has been achieved
since 1991 in our countries of operations. We
will take a look back at both the successes and
setbacks in the transition from central planning
to market economies, and we will look forward
– to the challenges and opportunities facing
the region in the next quarter century.
Influencing Change – The Next 25 Years
is the overarching theme of the 2016
Business Forum. In the discussions, we
will examine some of the key issues and
challenges that will define the next quarter
century: energy efficiency and security, climate
change mitigation, private sector development,
sustainability, gender and inclusion.

Today’s savvy business person knows the
importance of networking in developing
and nurturing business relationships. The
Business Forum is the perfect opportunity
not only for bilateral, informal meetings
but also for the networking and social
events that are so conducive to initiating
those all-important business contacts.
The City of London is one of the world’s
greatest financial centres and I look forward
to meeting you here. Join us in the UK capital
for two days of stimulating discussion with
policy-makers and senior business people
from around the world. Meet the people
who are investing in the future and
influencing change across our region.

Enzo Quattrociocche
Secretary General

Over the next 25 years, the EBRD’s activities
in the countries of the southern and eastern
Mediterranean region will assume greater
significance and will also be a topic of
discussion and debate in London.
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The Meeting of the Board of Governors
The Opening Session of the Board of Governors will
take place in the morning of Wednesday 11 May, with
addresses by a representative of the UK government, the
Chair of the Board of Governors and the EBRD President.

For more
information
and regular
updates visit:
www.ebrd.com/am
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EBRD 2016 Business Forum

REFLECT

EXPLORE

The EBRD Business Forum will reflect on the
experience and achievements of the past 25
years and take a look forward to the future
challenges and opportunities for the region.

Find out how the world’s most successful
companies are defining and changing
the investment landscape.

DISCUSS

NETWORK

Learn valuable information about investment
opportunities and exchange views with major
investors and senior policy-makers from
around the world.

Connect with old business contacts
and make new ones through our series
of networking and social events.

Influencing Change - The Next 25 Years
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Discussions

OPENING OF THE BUSINESS FORUM

IN THE WAKE OF COP21

A Tale of Two Finance Ministers:
Challenges Past and Present

A Conversation with Lord Nicholas Stern,
President of the British Academy

A conversation with two finance ministers,
one currently in office and the other formerly
in office during the early days of the transition
process. This will help us recall the beginnings
of the transition journey but also connect to the
present day debate – while the “shock therapy”
of the 1990s might not be all that different from
the austerity of today, the wider political and
institutional context has changed dramatically.
This dialogue will therefore help set the scene
for the discussions that follow.

Following the historic Paris agreement
on climate change, we consider the many
challenges facing the global economy with
Lord Stern, leading expert on the economics of
climate change. We will look at the implications
of the Paris agreement, the environmental and
economic consequences of continued inaction,
and the means by which national and global
markets can be effectively harnessed to
reduce carbon emissions.
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THE CRYSTAL BALL

GENDER EQUALITY

Gazing into the Next 25 Years of Globalisation

Why it Matters?

Professor Ian Goldin is an expert in predicting
the future. He is Director of the Oxford Martin
School. As a former Vice-President of the World
Bank, Professor Goldin led collaborations
with the UN on global development strategy
and was an adviser to the late President
Nelson Mandela. Through the Oxford Martin
School’s programme of research, collaboration
and education, he is powering new, crossdisciplinary thinking about global problems from
the near and far future. During his audio-visual
session, Professor Goldin will be looking ahead
to the challenges that the EBRD countries and
the world face in the next 25 years. What will
they look like a quarter of a century from now
and what will that mean for doing business?

This panel will look at how gender equality
has fared over the past 25 years in the
EBRD’s countries of operations, the
implications and what still needs to be done
to make more progress in the next 25 years.
The types of issues to be discussed include:
Why is progress on this issue so important,
what policies are needed and what can be
done at the corporate level to ensure improved
opportunities and equality for women and men?
The panel will be followed by a ceremony
to present the Awards for the Promotion
of Gender Equality.

After his presentation, there will be a chance
for you to ask your questions.

While the “shock therapy” of the
1990s might not be all that different
from the austerity of today, the wider
political and institutional context
has changed dramatically.
Influencing Change - The Next 25 Years
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Discussions

INVESTING IN SMALL BUSINESSES,
BUILDING BIG ECONOMIES

THE PROCESS OF CHANGE
IN THE SEMED REGION

The role of SMEs to boost growth
and employment

Discussion with representatives of the
Tunisia’s National Dialogue Quartet

The private sector is critical for growth, job
creation and inclusion. The small and mediumsized enterprise (SME) sector is particularly
important to address these three issues, as
SMEs represent the vast majority of registered
companies in EBRD countries of operations, and
are also core to GDP creation and employment.
Understanding the challenges that the SME
sector faces in the road to a healthy integration
in the global value chain is essential to help
them grow and to become national and regional
champions. The EBRD has launched its Small
Business Initiative, consolidating its different
financing mechanisms to address the needs
of SMEs in a systemic and coherent way, by
providing a suite of integrated products via
commercial means directly, through advisory
work and through policy dialogue.

The process of political and economic change
in the southern and eastern Mediterranean
(SEMED) region since the Arab uprisings in
2011 has been challenging and unpredictable.
Entrenched institutions and mind-sets have
proven difficult to transform. To further
complicate matters, the SEMED region has
experienced a dramatic rise in violence,
instability and polarisation. Although many risks
and challenges remain, there are glimmers of
hope that the region will be able to capitalise
on its vast potential to build strong and
sustainable market-oriented democracies.

The SME theme is critical in many regions,
inside and outside the EBRD region, and the
panel will aim to combine the most significant
experiences from the private sector from
a variety of players, including from Asia, Latin
America and Europe, in an attempt to discuss
common solutions to SME issues and review
some of the priorities also stated on the
2016 G20 agenda for SMEs.
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A discussion with representatives of the civil
society group National Dialogue Quartet, which
was awarded the 2015 Nobel Peace Prize for
its role in democratic transition in Tunisia, will
reflect on the experience of the first five years of
transition in the Arab world and set out the main
challenges for policy-makers, businesses and
civil society organisations going forward.

EBRD 2016 Annual Meeting and Business Forum

TOMORROW’S SUSTAINABLE
WORLD… A FUTURE VISION
The Environment and Sustainability
Department will hold a Sustainability
Event which will include:
Sustainability Discussion
2015 saw the release of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development including 17 new
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In
the line with the direction of this year’s Annual
Meeting, this is an excellent opportunity to
explore how the SDGs are of relevance to the
EBRD’s countries of operations and how the
Bank will promote SDGs through, for example,
implementing the Green Economy Transition
approach over the next 25 years. This will be
a highly interactive session with active
audience participation.
Environmental and Social Awards 2016
The EBRD will present its annual Environmental
and Social Awards 2016 which, as in 2015, will
be presented in four categories: Sustainable
Energy; Climate Change Adaptation;
Environmental and Social Best Practice, and
Environmental and Social Innovation. The event
will also mark the official publication date and
launch of the EBRD’s annual Sustainability
Report, online at ebrd.com and in print format.

THE ROAD TO AN ENERGY UNION
This panel on energy security will focus on the
current efforts by the EC to promote the Energy
Union and achieve a sustainable diversification
of routes and supplies with both transit and
supply countries. The panel will discuss the
actions to be undertaken to reach an efficient
energy union and what are the political,
economic and technical trends that can
impact this effort.

This is an excellent opportunity
to explore how the SDGs are of
relevance to the EBRDs countries
of operations and how the Bank
will promote SDGs.

Influencing Change - The Next 25 Years
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Investment Outlook Sessions
These sessions provide a unique
opportunity for participants to learn about
particular countries in the EBRD region
of operations. They also include useful
investment information on prospects, and
allow for informal discussion among policymakers and investors. Up to ten countries
and/or regions will be presenting at these
Investment Outlook Sessions.

Networking Events
The Business Forum will provide multiple
networking events and networking tools
for participants to interact. Meet new
people, develop your business contacts,
and increase your own network by attending
the following events:
• Networking Lunches on both days
• Reception for All Participants on 11 May
• Networking Breakfast on 12 May

To mark the 25th Anniversary of the EBRD, the
traditional Reception for All Participants will
feature a special performance by Musicians
from No Borders Orchestra. The No Borders
Orchestra (NBO) is a symphony orchestra
comprised of professional musicians from all
countries, religious and ethnic groups from
across the Western Balkans region.
Founded in 2011 by Artistic Director Premil
Petrović, the orchestra has a dual social and
artistic mission.

EBRD Alumni Event
The EBRD Alumni Association will hold
a reception for former employees of
the EBRD attending the Business Forum. This
will be a chance to network, to re-connect
with old friends and colleagues, and to
meet members of senior management.
Invitation only – enquiries at:
alumnie@ebrd.com

MY EBRD APP
To meet other participants,
send messages and organise
meetings at the Annual
Meeting and Business Forum,
download the MyEBRD
mobile app and make use
of its networking feature.
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Join the conversation:
•
•
•
•
•

#EBRDam
Twitter.com/ebrd
Facebook.com/ebrdhq
Linkedin.com/company/ebrd
instagram.com/ebrd_official/

Civil Society Programme
The Civil Society Programme
will take place on Wednesday
11 May and Thursday 12 May
and will provide an opportunity for
dialogue between civil society and
EBRD staff, senior management,
the President and Board Directors.

This will be an occasion for civil society
stakeholders to learn more about the
Bank and discuss issues of mutual interest
regarding the EBRD’s policies and investment
projects. The Programme will also feature
multi-stakeholder roundtable sessions on
the prospects of impact investing and social
entrepreneurship, as well as civil society’s role
in promoting transparency and improving
the business climate in the EBRD region.
25 YEARS OF TRANSITION: THE
ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY IN CENTRAL AND
EASTERN EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA
Opening discussion: Civil society, operating
in the space between the public and private
sectors, has played an important role in
socio-political and economic transition
processes around the world, including the
EBRD’s original countries of operations.
In 25 years since the establishment of the
EBRD, civil society’s contribution to transition
has varied across the post-communist
transition region. In some countries, the
work of civil society organisations (CSOs)
has contributed to more democratic political
systems and more open market-based
economies, as a ‘reputational actor’
performing a ‘watchdog’ function and
as a generator of ‘social capital’ necessary
to sustain the change process through
the difficult early years.

In other countries, the focus of CSOs has
been on providing a variety of social services,
particularly to disadvantaged and vulnerable
people negatively affected by the transition
process. Many civil society actors have
been operating in restrictive regulatory
environments, and have relied heavily
on international donor funding.
What has been civil society’s input into
promoting good governance, sustainable
development and economic inclusion in
EBRD’s traditional region over the past few
decades? What are the key lessons learned,
from both its successes and failures that can
be applied to other countries embarking on a
transition process? What steps could be taken
to increase the role of civil society in promoting
positive changes in societies and economies?
The panel will look back at the key
achievements and setbacks of the civil
society sector in contributing to transition
since the Bank’s establishment. It will also
reflect upon the challenges ahead for civil
society in building well-governed, sustainable
and inclusive economies and societies.
The panel will be open to all participants
of the Annual Meeting and Business Forum.

Influencing Change - The Next 25 Years
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Associated Events
TRADE FACILITATION PROGRAMME
The Trade Facilitation Programme (TFP)
currently includes over 112 Issuing Banks
in the EBRD region and more than 800
Confirming Banks worldwide. The event
will give EBRD partner banks the opportunity
to review and discuss industry challenges
and opportunities with leading specialists,
including regulators and representatives
from the World Trade Organization (WTO).
It will also feature the award ceremony for
‘The Most Active EBRD TFP Banks’ and
‘The Best Transaction of 2015’.
Invitation only – enquiries at:
tfpconference@ebrd.com

EBRD ANNUAL DONOR MEETING
The EBRD’s partnership with donors is a
crucial component of the Bank’s work and
business operations. In providing resources
for technical assistance and other grants or
concessional instruments, donors help the
EBRD to deliver its transition mandate, while
at the same time contributing to broader
economic development outcomes. At this
event, donors and the EBRD will discuss the
results of their partnership, as well as future
challenges and reforms. The Donor Report
2015 will also be launched online at
ebrd.com and in print format.
Invitation only – enquiries at:
Elisabeth McLeod
mcleode@ebrd.com
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Carbon Neutral Initiative
The EBRD has been working to minimise the environmental
impact of its Annual Meetings in recent years. For its 2015
event in Tbilisi, Georgia, carbon offsets were purchased and
retired from a project financed by the EBRD: ‘Refurbishment
of the Enguri Hydro Power Plant’. The 2015 EBRD Annual
Meeting and Business Forum was certified as carbon neutral
by EcoAct.
In the spirit of the Bank’s Sustainable Resource Initiative and
as in previous years, the EBRD will endeavour to reduce the
environmental impact of the upcoming Annual Meeting and
Business Forum in London in 2016.

Where we work
South-eastern
Europe
Albania
Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Cyprus
FYR Macedonia
Greece
Kosovo
Montenegro
Romania
Serbia

Central Europe
and Baltic States
Croatia
Czech Republic*
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Slovak Republic
Slovenia

*As of the end of 2007, the EBRD no longer
makes investments in the Czech Republic.

Eastern Europe
and Caucasus
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Georgia
Moldova
Ukraine
Central Asia
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyz Republic
Mongolia
Tajikistan
Turkmenistan
Uzbekistan

Southern
and Eastern
Mediterranean
Egypt
Jordan
Morocco
Tunisia
Other
Russia
Turkey

Influencing Change - The Next 25 Years
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Information / Registration
The registration fee for the 2016 Business Forum
is £800 (US$1,220 or €1,100) and is applicable to all
participants (except official delegates, representatives
of the press and civil society organisations).
To register and for more detailed information on all
aspects of the registration process, visa and insurance
policy, please visit: www.ebrd.com/am

If you are unable to register online and would like to request
a hard copy of the registration form, please contact:

General enquiries
Office of the Secretary General –
Annual Meetings, Protocol
and Event Management Unit
T +44 (0)20 7338 7149
F +44 (0)20 7338 7320
E aminfo@ebrd.com
Registration enquiries
EBRD Event Team
Grass Roots Linea,
Harvest Crescent Ancells
Business Park,
Fleet, Hants GU51 2UZ
United Kingdom.
T +44 (0)1252 776 314
F +44 (0)1252 776 301
E ebrdamregistration@regteam.com

Press enquiries
and registration
T +44(0)20 7338 7805
F +44(0)20 7338 6690
E press@ebrd.com
Civil society enquiries
and registration
T +44 (0)20 7338 7982
F +44 (0)20 7338 6049
E cso@ebrd.com
EBRD Headquarters
European Bank
for Reconstruction
and Development
One Exchange Square
London EC2A 2JN
United Kingdom.

Design Living Group Photography ©EBRD/Andy Lane (2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10),
©EBRD/Dermot Doorly (4), ©EBRD/Mareike Guensche (6), ©EBRD/Susan Braun (6),
©EBRD/Ganbayar Urtnasan (7), ©EBRD (7), ©EBRD/Ana Lortkipanidze (8, 9).
Print Park Communications Paper Cocoon 100 Offset, a paper containing 100%
post consumer recycled fibre, which is either Process Chlorine Free (PCF) or Totally
Chlorine Free (TCF). Ref 661
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Venue
All EBRD 2016 Annual
Meeting and Business
Forum events will take place
at the EBRD Headquarters.

Entrance locations

European Bank for
Reconstruction and
Development

One Exchange Square
London EC2A 2JN
United Kingdom

175 Bishopsgate
London EC2A 2JN
United Kingdom

Non-badged participants should
enter via Bishopsgate entrance

2

Badged participants may enter
via Exchange Square entrance
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THERE IS NO SURE BUSINESS

Trade and Export Finance
Your credibility is crucial to your global partners. With our Trade and
Export Finance you are provided with a full range of high quality tools,
products and services that will make your international transactions safe
and secure. Our local experts and International Desk in almost every country
in Central and Eastern Europe will support you in your daily requirements.
Whatever your business is, we will adapt our Trade and Export Finance
solutions to your individual needs. www.rbinternational.com
Raiffeisen Bank International – YOUR BUSINESS PARTNER.
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